Bfs Address

Federal Office for Radiation Protection (Bfs)
Building 50
Ingolstaedter Landstr. 1
85764 Oberschleissheim near Munich
Germany
http://www.bfs.de/DE/home/home_node.html

Workshop Location:
Auditorium Helmholtz-Zentrum
Building 23

At the Entrance/Reception you will get visitor day passes. It will take 10-15 minutes to walk from the bus stop to the seminar room (Building 23).

Note: Please remember to give your day pass back at the end of the Workshop!

A map of the campus is attached.

Arriving by plane

- Munich airport - Neuherberg (by suburban rail S1)
  Take the S1 suburban railway to Oberschleißheim, then take bus no. 295 (Am Hart), alighting at the "Neuherberg, Helmholtz-Zentrum" bus stop.

- Munich airport - Neuherberg (by suburban rail S8)
  Take the S8 suburban railway to Munich’s main station, continue on the underground U2 in the direction of Feldmoching to "Am Hart"; change to bus no. 294 (Garching) or bus no. 295 (Oberschleißheim), alighting at the "Neuherberg, Helmholtz-Zentrum" bus stop.

- Taxi
  Take a taxi along the A 92 in the direction of Stuttgart, exit at Neuherberg, 30 mins to the Bfs.

Arriving by train

- Munich Central Station - Neuherberg
  Take the U2 suburban railway in the direction of Feldmoching to "Am Hart", change to bus no. 294 (Garching) or bus no. 295 (Oberschleißheim), alighting at the "Neuherberg, Helmholtz-Zentrum" bus stop.

The departure times of bus no. 294 and bus no. 295 are available on the website of the https://efa.mvv-muenchen.de/index.html#trip@origdest.
Accommodation

For organisational reasons, no pre-booking is made and we would appreciate if participants could make their own arrangements for accommodation.

Therefore, we would like to recommend the hotels above since they are the easiest and fastest accessible by bus from/to the venue:

**ibis München Garching**

Daimlerstrasse 5
85748 Garching near Munich
Tel: +49 89 323840
E-Mail: H3679@accor.com

https://www.accorhotels.com/de/hotel-3679-ibis-muenchen-garching/index.shtml?

**Motel One München-Garching**

Daimlerstraße 5a
85748 Garching near Munich
Tel.: +49 89 3603525-0
E-Mail: muenchen-garching@motel-one.com


**Hotel Blauer Karpfen**

Dachauer Straße 1
85764 Oberschleißheim near Munich
Tel:+49 89 315 715 00
E-Mail: info@hotel-blauer-karpfen.de

https://hotel-blauer-karpfen.de/

**ROOMS CAN BE STILL BOOKED UNTIL 7TH JANUARY 2020!**